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gradient sectional transformation

The project is broken into three main components: 
the burial space, the sacred space, and the cenotaph.  
The burial space is organized in terms of the tempo-
rality of decomposition.  The way we treat bodies in 
a scientific manner speaks of also the cultural and 
emotional manner we deal with the dead.  For the 
purpose of teaching one about the other, and thereby 
eliminating this cultural, situational, emotional other, 
every type of burial ritual is organized within one en-
compassing membrane.  On one end of the spectrum 
is the cemetary, where the purpose of the casket is to 
delay decomposition.  In the middle is the ossuary/
eco-burial, where remains are left exposed and decay 
naturally.  At the oppositte end of the spectrum exists 
the eco-burial, where decomposition is accelerated for 
sake of regeneration of new life.  
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Burial spaces are experienced at a different horizon 
based on the ritual.  Death can be experienced from 
above, below, or within.  For this reason, the project 
is organized in such a way that the living can interact 
with the dead from multiple perspectives.  At the land-
scape level (+0’) exists a rolling topography of trans-
luscent cylindrical tubes, which act as grave markers 
atop the cemetary, way finding devices surrounding 
the penetrable sacred space, and decomposable eco-
tubes facilitating growth over the eco-burial.  The 
cemetary and eco-burial can be experienced from the 
landscape above, or from below.  The ossuary/ mau-
soleum is experienced from within, as you are able to 
walk amongst the dead.  The way light enters creates 
a presence within the otherwise absence of life space.  

exploded perspective 
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The sacred space is comprised of three processional 
moments in series as you penetrate the thickened 
burial space mass of the project.  Each sacred space 
exists at the folding of two different types of burial 
rituals.  You enter at the landscape level from the 
cemetary along side the first light well of three into 
the ossuary.  You continue to the second sacred light 
cylinder, situated at the intersection of the ossuary/
mausoleum,.  Here, you enter through a series of nar-
rowing walls into an individual moment, only large 
enough for one body, encased by concrete, with a cir-
cular void to the sky, capturing the passing of time 
that occurs on a daily basis which is typically unseen.  
This allows reflection on the passing of a loved one 
in connection to the passing cycles existing on earth , 
highlighting that nothing can be delayed forever, but 
that the cyclical nature of human life is in tune with 
that of the earth.  From here, you descend through the 
third sacred space to the eco-burial. 

program for the living/ dead planar program
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sections as situated within wireframe
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The project is in Lower Manhattan, within the 
Ground Zero site of New York.  Just above the site is 
the World Trade Center Memorial Complex.  Inverse 
to the depressions of the memorial across the street, 
the project is also depressed, but lifts up as the roll-
ing topography creates a profile in the city.  Still in-
significant in height to the towers that surround the 
project, the offsetting of the new landscape mass from 
the sidewalk delineates the project as an other.  The 
designed rolling green space allows it to also be relat-
able to fabricated green spaces of New York.  Along 
with this landscape  and the cylindrical markers, the 
project resembles a prototypical cemetary, but differ-
entiates through fluctuating poracity in the fabric by 
the gradient of changing radii of the cylinders.  

site plan
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Plan (-15')
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sacred space 1-entry 3- descent to eco-burial 2- individual reflection
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transformation over 100 years

The eco-burial space is one that develops over time.  
A flexible temporary scaffolding is set up and human 
remains that are broken down and mixed with plant 
material to facilitate growth are planted within.  Over 
time, the trees begin to grow, and through an active 
process called pleaching, the family begins to partici-
pate in the formation of this growth.  This process of 
Pleaching is able to create strong connections through 
grafting, where a tree limb is cut and exposed, then 
lashed to another.  The trees will form strong bonds 
at this joint, the scaffolding will decompose, and over 
time, an interconnected, woven living system will de-
velop that is also self-supporting in its structure.  In 
this way, the dead have a direct implication on the 
topography of the world left behind, while the living 
loved ones have a tangible way to connect with the 
spirit of those passed.  In the formation of this space 
for the living with the material of the dead, the two 
are more closely intertwined.  Death becomes a more 
integral and acceptable part of society.  Celebration is 
in order in that this city of the dead is in fact a living, 
breathing, interconnected spiritual entity.  
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long section- sacred procession
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